
CRAZY PETE
HOEKSTRA’S PRE-
EMPTIVE DISAVOWAL OF
C STREET
Crazy Pete Hoekstra, who will use Dick DeVos’
almost unlimited funds to run for MI Governor
next year, has pre-emptively admitted, but
disavowed, C Street.

Hoekstra said he stopped attending
meetings about two years ago, saying
he’d gotten what he needed out of his
visits. While never living at C Street,
he was a regular for about seven years
at a dinner-fellowship every Tuesday.

"We’d fellowship, we’d pray, we’d talk
about Jesus, and we’d eat," Hoekstra
said. "In the headiness of Washington,
D.C., it’s trying to make sure you keep
your head screwed on straight."

Now, frankly, I hadn’t even realized Crazy Pete
was a member of this group, and I could swear
I’ve checked once (he is definitely their
"type"). So it surprises me a bit to see Crazy
Pete offering up his ties to the group.

Obviously, his upcoming gubernatorial run may be
part of that. MI has its share of conservatives
who like to advocate authoritarianism in the
name of Christ (and the U.P.’s Bart Stupak is
one of the Democrats who lives at C Street). 
But MI still has the remnants of a sane
Republican party, it has open primaries, and it
has a big number of independents and Dems who
would detect the stench of the group.

In other words, it’s not necessarily a state
where crazy religious ties helps in a state-wide
election.

I’m wondering, too, whether Leisha Pickering’s
suit against Chip Pickering’s new gal has
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anything to do with this. Leisha Pickering has
submitted a secret diary in which Chip
documented his affair, and named those members
of the Family who facilitated his affair.

While former Rep. Chip Pickering of
Mississippi allegedly carried on an
extramarital affair with Elizabeth
Creekmore Byrd, he recorded details of
his exploits in a secret diary,
including the dates and locations of his
adulterous encounters.

Pickering, a Republican, described
several assignations he had with
Creekmore Byrd inside the C Street
House, a Capitol Hill townhouse
inhabited by an all-male group of right-
wing Republican congressmen belonging to
The Fellowship, an evangelical group,
according to a person familiar with the
diary’s contents.

And according to a divorce filing by
Pickering’s estranged wife, Leisha, the
former congressman’s diary reveals the
identities of several men who enabled
his adulterous trysts and helped him
cover his tracks.

Pickering resigned in August 2007, just under
two years ago. If the diary precipitated the
divorce, then it may end about two years ago. 

So if someone like Crazy Pete knew that his
involvement in yet another hypocritical affair
might become public, he might be able to say
that he ended his relationship with the group
two years ago, setting up a very convenient
story just in case anything became public
between now and when he tried to run for
Governor. 

I have no idea whether Pickering’s diary time
bomb is the reason for Crazy Pete’s pre-emptive
admission of ties with C Street. But the timing
does make me want to see Pickering’s diary all
the more.
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